The Computer Museum

Books

The Tomorrow Makers by Grant F. Fereud, paperbound, 1988.
Award-winning science writer Grant F. Fereud talks the evolution of computer science with notable inventors of our time, providing glimpses into the creative process. Includes interviews with Richard Arbib, inventor of the Riding Machine; David J. Ackoff, founder of the Systems Research Center at the University of Pennsylvania; and Ron Brace, co-founder of Apple Computer. $10.95 (members $8.75)

Computer Library: The best computer books at the best computer prices. Written more than a decade ago, Computer Library predicted early use of common systems, artificial intelligence, image synthesis and other issues of our digital world and updated with new insights by the authors. Must for all who immerse with computers. $10.95 (members $8.75)


Murphy's Law C9937-1001-0000 is the age-old computer game. From the book, it can be modified to provide a game that can be played on any computer. $9.95 (members $8.75)

Basic Computer Games and More! Basic Computer Games, edited by David L. Ackoff, paperbound, 1979. Two books featuring games challenging programs to run on your PC. Guaranteed to give you a thrill and a challenge. $9.95 (members $8.75)

Video Wars: Photographs of Computer Wars bring the video game to life in the same style as the videogames. The perfect accessory for the well-dressed executive. Must for all who immerse with computers. $18.95 (members $14.95)

Memories

Just like the corners of my mind. Remember Merry's Deli lines? Punch cards with 90 columns and four holes! These golden oldies are presented in all their glory. $2.95 (members $2.25)

The Building Blocks of Art in the tradition of the 18th century, David Hockney's book is a reproduction of his paintings. $24.00 (members $19.00)

The Technological Breakthrough

This museum-quality limited edition poster is a reproduction of a Robert Tinney original illustration from the cover of Byte Magazine. Each print is numbered and signed. $40.00 (members $32.00)

Tin Heads

For robots and mechanical automata from the "Space Toy" catalog. $1.50 each. $2.00 (members $1.60)

Original Harold Cohen Drawing

These famous ink drawings are the work of AIron, the computer artist Programmed by Harold Cohen. This unique machine creates a new picture each time. A natural conversation piece, this black-and-white drawing fits any decor. Not for sale. $10.00 (members $8.00)

ERUDITION & ART

Innovation at Work: By Kenneth A. Brown, paperbound, 1988. A collection of in-depth engaging interviews with notable inventors of our time: providing glimpses into the creative process. Includes interviews with Richard Arbib, inventor of the Riding Machine; David J. Ackoff, founder of the Systems Research Center at the University of Pennsylvania; and Ron Brace, co-founder of Apple Computer. $10.95 (members $8.75)

Computer Library: The best computer books at the best computer prices. Written more than a decade ago, Computer Library predicted early use of common systems, artificial intelligence, image synthesis and other issues of our digital world and updated with new insights by the authors. Must for all who immerse with computers. $10.95 (members $8.75)
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COMPUTERCOPICA

Being a mere sampling of the enlightening items and gee whiz stuff in store for you at the world's only Computer Museum Store. We've raised gift-giving to the state-of-the-art, with a whole array of gizmos, gewgaws and gadgets that will fire the brain—and warm the heart—of every computer user on your list. If you don't find it here visit The Computer Museum Store.

SHOP BY MAIL!!